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Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to update Committee on the current status of the West of
Scotland Loan Fund Ltd and to seek approval from Committee to amend the Articles of
Association to enable the Council to access funds no longer required for lending
purposes.

Recommendations

It is recommended that Enterprise and Housing Committee:

(i) Note the content of the report and the current status of the West of Scotland
Loan Fund Ltd;

(ii) Approve the proposal to amend the Articles of Association to enable the
Council to access surplus funds from the West of Scotland Loan Fund Ltd in
line with the requirement to ensure that they continue to be earmarked and
utilised for the purposes outlined in the objects of the company;

(iii)

(iv)

Agree, if required, that the existing loan book be transferred to the Council;
and

Note the ongoing options appraisal for the use of the funds and treatment of
the existing loan book.

Supporting Documents
1. Council Business Plan

Improving economic opportunities and outcomes.



1. Background

1.1 The West of Scotland Loan Fund Ltd (WSLF) was created in 1996 to provide
loans of up to £1 00K to small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) in the West
of Scotland who had a good viable business proposal but could not raise the full
funding for their proposal from commercial sources.

1.2 North Lanarkshire Council along with 11 other local authorities in the West of
Scotland are members of WSLF. Each local authority has a Director who
represents their respective Council's interests on the Board of WSLF.

1.3 Since 1996, WSLF has issued 1,760 loans at a value of £38,004,672 with North
Lanarkshire Council issuing 276 loans at a value of £5,938,400.

1.4 Following advice from the Scottish Government that a pan−Scotland loan fund
would be eligible to secure additional funding through the 2014−2020 European
Regional Development Fund programme, the Council considered a proposal
which had been brought forward to merge WSLF with the East of Scotland
Investment Fund (ESIF) to create a Scotland−wide local authority business loan
fund. Business Loans Scotland Ltd was created as the vehicle to take this
forward.

1.5 Following consideration of this proposal, North Lanarkshire Council became a
member of Business Loans Scotland Ltd and transferred £211,512 from its
residual funds available within the WSLF. This along with additional European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and bank funding has created a lending
pot of £400K (including ERDF and bank funding) available to North Lanarkshire
Council to provide loans with values up to £100K to local eligible businesses up
to 31 December 2018. The Fund is expected to revolve as loans are repaid and
continue beyond this. There may also be further scope for additional ERDF
funding post December 2018.

1.6 During the transfer negotiations, the Council agreed to transfer match funding to
initiate Business Loans Scotland, but did not agree to transfer its existing loan
book or residual funds within WSLF to Business Loans Scotland. North
Lanarkshire Council as at 25 July 2017 had a total of £653,972 in outstanding
loans which are currently being repaid by 27 companies, and cash in bank as at
31 August 2017 of £1,201,515 at the West of Scotland Loan Fund Ltd.

1.7 As part of the transfer arrangement to Business Loans Scotland, arrangements
are now being made to TUPE transfer the current 5 members of staff employed
by WSLF and its subsidiary company to Business Loans Scotland. Options are
being considered by WSLF to agree how the residual loan book of £4.6m of
loans (as at 25 July 2017) will be administered moving forward.

1.8 Member authorities within WSLF are considering options moving forward to
enable those authorities who wish to access these legacy funds for alternative
purposes, and to consider how the residual loan book with be administered.



2. Report

Required Amendments to the Articles of Association

2.1 As outlined in 1.6, the Council along with a number of other member authorities
within WSLF has considerable legacy resources remaining within the Fund
following the transfer of initial match funding to Business Loans Scotland. At the
current time, officers predict that the level of funding available through Business
Loans Scotland will satisfy demand particularly in light of recent improvements
to the availability of debt finance from normal commercial sources. As a result, it
is deemed that the full value of the legacy resources is no longer fully required
for lending purposes. However, the existing WSLF Company constitution, which
consists of a Members' Agreement and Articles of Association, prevents
members from withdrawing funds which they do not want to be used for lending
via WSLF.

2.2 In addition to the constitutional restrictions, WSLF received ERDF funding
through the 2007−2013 European funding programme. The rules attached to
this require the funds received to be reinvested in SMEs and not reutilised for
purposes other than loans. NLC received a total of £764,727 of ERDF funding
during this period. After bad debt provision and the transfer of initial match
funding to Business Loans Scotland, this results in approximately £435,300 of
the residual funds being required to be retained for future loans. This funding
could be used either to inject further funds into Business Loans Scotland to
secure future ERDF funding or be used for the creation of alternative loan
finance products for SM Es.

2.3 In order to move forward and enable member authorities to access their funds,
three key actions are required:

2.3.1 The current Articles of Association requires to be amended by unanimous
approval of all 12 member authorities;

2.3.2 Confirmation is required from the Scottish government over the treatment and
value of ERDF funding that was received through the 2007−2013 ERDF
programme which must be utilised for future loans; and

2.3.3 Agreement requires to be sought over the future fund administration
arrangements for the residual WSLF loan book.

2.4 The current Objects of the company which in legal terms lay out the overall
objectives of WSLF are relatively broad and wide ranging, and in particular
state that the Fund must be used: "to promote commerce by giving financial
assistance by way of loans, donations or subscriptions or otherwise to any firm,
company, individual, association or other body (whether incorporated or
unincorporated) carrying on a commercial enterprise whose business is or is to
be carried on in whole or in part" within the WSLF (Section 4.1 of Articles of



Association). The Council would continue to be bound by the current Objects of
the Company in relation to the future use of funds.

2.5 However, Section 4.2 of the Articles of Association, states that "the income and
property of the Company, howsoever derived, shall be applied solely towards
the promotion of the objects of the company as set forth in Article 4.1 and no
portion thereof shall be paid or transferred directly or indirectly, by way of
dividend, bonus to otherwise howsoever by way of income or profit, to the
Members..."

2.6 It is therefore being proposed that Article 4.2 be deleted by Special Resolution
to enable the Funds to be accessed and applied solely towards the promotion
of the objects of the company as set forth in Article 4.1. If this is unanimously
agreed by all 12 member authorities, this would enable the funds not required
for Business Loans Scotland to be accessed and utilised by the Council for
purposes related to the creation, sustainability and growth of local businesses
within the area.

2.7 In relation to the treatment of previous ERDF funding received, written
confirmation is being sought from the Scottish Government to ensure there are
no future audit implications over the treatment of the funding. The value of
available funds will be dependent on the Scottish Government's interpretation
and confirmation.

Treatment of Existing Loan Book

2.8 In relation to the administration of the existing loan book, a number of options
remain available and are being considered by WSLF members:

• the loan book could be transferred to Business Loans Scotland as originally
anticipated;

• a fund management agreement could be put in place with Business Loans
Scotland to administer the Fund;

• a part−time administrator could be appointed; and
• the loan book could be transferred to member authorities to individually

manage.

2.9 WSLF is currently exploring options for this. The current preference is for the
second option. The first option would result in the funds being locked within
Business Loans Scotland. A fund management agreement with Business Loans
Scotland would result in ongoing cost and potentially VAT liabilities for WSLF
and Business Loans Scotland. A part−time administer could also have financial
implications. Transferring the loan book to individual local authorities would
potentially create an administrative burden for NLC in managing the
outstanding debt.

Future Options

2.10 Should the changes to the Articles of Association be agreed and confirmation
on treatment of previous ERDF from the Scottish Government be agreed, the
Council will be able to access additional resources to support local businesses



in line with the original Objects of the Fund. The Council's balance of cash
funding within the WSLF as at 31 August 2017 was £1,201,515 which excludes
the outstanding loan book. The availability of funding for alternative uses
remains dependent on a number of factors including a minimum amount of
£435,300 required under former ERDF rules to be retained for future loan
funding.

2.11 A full options appraisal on how the funds could be utilised in order to maximise
the outcomes and impact of this funding is being carried out. This will also
include the appraisal of whether the funds should be managed and maintained
within WSLF or withdrawn in part or in full and managed by NLC.

3. Implications

3.1 Financial Impact

3.1.1 The proposed changes are positive and will enable the Council to access and
utilise additional financial resources to support local businesses. This will assist
the Council in achieving its business plan objective of improved economic
opportunities and outcomes by supporting the growth of the business base.

3.1.2 The option to transfer the existing loan book to the Council would require further
assessment of the administrative burden associated with managing the
outstanding loans. The financial implications of the other options of managing
the existing loan book would be met from resources within WSLF.

3.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

3.2.1 WSLF currently has 4 members of staff plus one further member of staff within
its subsidiary company, West of Scotland Loan Fund Management Services
Ltd. It has been agreed that all the existing staff will be transferred to Business
Loans Scotland.

3.2.2 Should WSLF require the services of a part−time administrator moving forward,
this would be resourced through the funds within WSLF. There would be no HR
implications for the Council.

3.2.3 As outlined above, steps are being taken to confirm the status of previous
ERDF funding to ensure there are no future audit implications.

3.3 Environmental Impact

3.3.1 The environmental impact should be positive as the resources will be used to
support the creation, sustainability and growth of local businesses.

3.4 Risk Impact

3.4.1 The key risk is the treatment of previous ERDF funding which is being
addressed by seeking confirmation from the Scottish Government.



4. Measures of success

4.1 The Council being able to access additional resources available to improve
economic outcomes and opportunities.

4.2 Utilisation of the funds in line with the original Objects of the WSLF to enable
business creation, sustainability and growth to create and safeguard
employment opportunities within North Lanarkshire.

4.3 Continuation of the delivery of loans through Business Loans Scotland.
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